Backward and mixed chains of recurrences are introduced. A complete set of chains of recurrences manipulation tools is described. Applications of these tools, related to the safety and numeric stability of chained computations are given.
INTRODUCTION
The chains of recurrences (CR) technique to expedite function evaluation over regular intervals was introduced in [12] . Algorithms to construct and interpret linear, two-dimensional and multi-dimensional chains of recurrences have been considered in [2, 3, 4, 9, 12, 14] together with implementations within different computer algebra systems (CAS) and as standalone C and Java libraries. It was shown in [14] that the CR-based representation of expressions is a canonical representation of polynomials and rational functions.
We briefly recall the main idea behind the CR-technique in the univariate case along with an introduction of backward chains of recurrences. Let F(i) be a closed form function which we need to compute for i --0, 1,..., n (assume that F(i) is defined for all these values of the argument i). The CR-method is based on the conversion of F(i) into a faster scheme ¢(i), i = 0, 1,..., n, which involves chains of recurrences of the form Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. • C)k, fk }(i) (2) and recursively write operands of fk(i) (if it is not constant) in linear form. Therefore, CR for F(i) above can be written as {1, +, 1} "'c (I)(i) ----{1, *, {~-, _tU ,----i-) t t ),
It is clear that problems of the form "compute F(x) for x = a, a + h, a + 2h,..." (typical for plotting or numeric integration) can be easily reformulated in the form "compute F(i) for i ---0, 1, 2, ..." after substituting a + ih for x in F. That is why we will keep the simplest formulation of the problem in this paper. We also do not specify (unless it is necessary) the computational domain (Z, l~, C, Zp,... ), because all the results hold without loss of generality for any commutative ring.
CR-based evaluation yields algebraically the same result as a straightforward evaluation of the original formula. However, depending on the arithmetic in use, natural concerns about results of evaluation arise. Exact arithmetic: although ~(i) = F(i), i = 0,..., n (and therefore is defined for all values of i), some of the subchains of the CR • (i.e. some fj (i) from (1)) could be undefined at the last several points of evaluation. This can happen because CR (1) is based on forward differences (quotients), which involves at the last evaluation points values of F(i) for i > n, and those values (or their quotients) are not guaranteed to be defined in advance. Floating point arithmetic: since the CR technique is based on the use of previously computed values to compute the next value, any computational error in the previous step will be passed on to the new value in addition to any error in the current step, i.e. the iterative computations using the CR. technique possess a cumulative error effect.
The goal of this paper is to extend CR-technique by chains of recurrences based on backward differences (quotients), also by mixed (forward/backward) chains and to define a complete toolkit of CR-manipulations. Another goal is to demonstrate that the CR-representation is self-contained: since both CR-construction and CR-interpretation (as it will be shown) are based on the same algebraic tools, one does not need to change this representation in order to analyze, for example, the numeric stability of CR-computations. It is enough to use CR simplification properties in order to obtain the result of such analysis.
The section "Tabulating polynomial values" in [10] gives a caution on the accumulation of rounding errors when a table of finite differences (CR) is used for the evaluation of polynomial values. However it does not indicate the accumulative error effect quantitatively. On the other hand, very pessimistic bounds for the accumulated error of CR-based polynomial evaluation are given in [4] and repeated in [6] . These bounds involve the degree of the evaluated polynomial (because of mistakes in reasoning). We will show that the accumulated error does not depend on the degree, which means that the numeric stability of CR-based polynomial evaluation is much better than it was previously thought.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce backward and mixed chains of recurrences and study their properties related to the safety of computations. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of numeric stability of chains of recurrences. Section 4 contains concluding remarks. Given constants ~o , . . . ,~k -1 , a function fk defined over NU{O}, and operators ® t , . . . , 0~ equal to either + or *, we recursively define a Backward Chain of Recurrences (BUR) as the set of functions fo, f l , . . . , f~-l , f~ connected in such a way, that for 0 _< j < k 
FORWARD, BACKWARD AND MIXED CHAINS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
(i) = ~ ~oj, if i = O, f~ fj(i--1) Oj+lfj+l(i), i f i > 0.(5)
Chains manipulation toolkit
The operators V (value) and E (shift with respect to i: E(g(i)) = 9(i + 1)) form the basic toolkit for interpreta- 
). Note the difference in the shifting of a CR and a BCR: for a BCR • the subchain #1 has to be shifted before its value is used to produce the result of E ( ¢ ) . This difference in the shifting is the reason of differences in features of computational schemes based on CRs and BCRs. The number of operations to be performed at each step of the above loop is called the Cost Index (CI) of a CRexpression q) and is defined as:
Here q is the number of operations in the expression P. The cost index of a CR-expression • gives an indication of its evaluation cost (it counts the number of operations needed to compute V(E(O))). For example, for a simple CR • the cost index is equal to the length of the CR. For the CR-
The application of the inverse shift operator E -1 ( E-l g( i) = g(i -1)) to CR-expressions is defined as follows: c, if • is a constant expression c;
. Here + -1 denotes subtraction and * -~ denotes division. It is easy to find a symmetry in the definition of E and E-1 for C1% and BCR-expressions: an inverse shift acts on a BCR in the same manner as a shift acts on a C1%, and vice versa. 
Chains simplification and interpretation

~(i) * ~(i) = (~o¢o, + , O(i)~ (i) + 01 (i)E-l(~(i)))
where E -1 is the inverse shift operator. The rules to construct the CR (BCR) for {~o, * , O1(i)} (¢°'+ ,~1(i)} (resp. for <~o, * , 01(i)) (¢°'+ ,~,,(i)) ) differ in the same way.
Remark. Observe that when we construct BCRs by means of the rules above we will not encounter problems with applications of E -1, because this operator will be applied only to pure-sum BCRs.
In other parts the construction of BCRs looks exactly as the algorithm Cl~ake described in [14] . Given the closed form function F(i), which we need to compute for i = 0, 1,..., this algorithm replaces occurrences of i by BCR {0, + , 1), applies BCR.-simplification rules recursively and returns the BCR-expression O(i) of the same Cost Index as Cl~ake does.
The tight relationship between CR-simplifications and CRinterpretation is best seen for a simple pure-sum CR O(i) : {~00, -}-, ~O1, -9 l-.... , ~Ok_l, -3[-, ~Ok} , which defines a polynomial of degree k with the set ~o0, ~Ol, • .. , ~k of finite differences at i = 0. Using the definition of E and CR-simplifications we can write
where ¢1(i) is first-order subchain of ~(i). Similarly for a simple pure-sum BCR
which defines a polynomial of degree k with the set ~o, ~1, ..., ~ok of backward finite differences at i = 0, using the definition of E and BCR-simplifications we can write • .. + (~k-1, + ,~) + (~) =
E(O(i)
)
= o(i) + ol(i) + o~(i) +... + o~_l(i) + ¢~(i),
where Oi(i ) is jth-order subchain of O(i). This gives a connection between chains interpretation and simplification which will be used in section 3.
Safety of chained computations
Here we will give an example which shows why the BCRrepresentation might be preferred to the CR-representation. We first introduce another useful measure of a CR-expression which is called the effective length and is defned recursively as follows: Informally, el(tip) is the length of the longest path (counted in the number of chain operations (Dj) from the root of CRexpression • to the last component of any subchain found in ~. This value gives two important characteristics of computational scheme based on Cl~-expression ~: the size of the potentially unsafe region at the end of computations, and the size of the longest "error-accumulation" chain in the computation of ~(i) which will be used for estimating a priori error-bounds in section 3.
Suppose we are to compute values of
defined by a CR:
The standard scheme of interpretation will compute a sequence of values V((I,), V(E((~)), V(E2((I,)),... Note that E"-:(~)={c~,-5 f~,* {n+1,-t-,1},.,.,
{0,+
for some rational constants ~ and/L Application of the shift operator to E~-I(~) will fail because of division by 0:
As we mentioned before, although F(i) is defined for all values of i, some subchains or subexpressions of (~ can be undefined at several last evaluation points. The region i = 0, 1,..., n-el(~I,) is absolutely safe for computing the values F(i) using the general CR.-interpretation scheme. Computations at points i = n -el((I,) + 1,..., n should be organized in such a way which avoids the evaluation of unnecessary (thus potentially undefined) values. This can be achieved at the stage of program generation simply by splitting computations into two loops: for i = 0, 1,...,n -el(C) and for i = n-el(¢)+l,..., n, unfolding the second one and getting rid of unnecessary computations. If the CR-representation is being interpreted, the standard interpretation scheme has to undergo similar transformation (it has to consist of two loops, where the second loop implements "careful" interpretation of a CR-expression: dropping .all subchains of the order n -i after i-th iteration).
The number of iterations to split can be reduced if instead of el(c) we use the longest path from the root of CRexpression to potentially "dangerous" operation in CR-representation (such as division, tan, cot or log function calls and so far). In our example it would be sufficient to split just one iteration, although el(~) = 3. In such case we still have some unnecessary computations at the end of the loop, but they do not lead to division by zero. between CRs and BCRs, some subchains or subexpressions of ~l, can be undefined at several first evaluation points. To cure this we would need to split several first iterations from the standard interpretation loop. In this particular example it suffices to split one iteration, but this splitting (of the first iterations) is always done due to the nature of chained computations.
Generally, BCRs allow us not to worry about the end of the evaluation interval: attempts to compute undefined values can be made only at the starting points i = 0, 1, ..., el(~)-I of the loop when computing the values of BCR-expression • (i). This is important, because an attempt to compute undefined values will happen now during the BCl%-construction (if construction is done numerically). The BCR-construction procedure can trap such event and dynamically split the first step of the interpretation loop generating the loop for E(q,) (or E2(~)) instead t. This means that at the end of the BCR-construction we will have a safe computational scheme and the BCR-interpreter would not need to take special care about the last evaluation points, which generally makes interpreter simpler and faster.
Properties of polynomial chains
As it was shown in [3] , there exists simple relationship between simple pure-sum CRs and falling factorial powers ( 1more precisely, for Em(~2), where m < el(k9) is the distance in the number of chained operations from the root of BCR expression to the subexpression which caused the event.
•
r-.,,i--1 .k 1 p,,--l(,,.k-]-ll
Similarly, from (9) and 2_~j=0 ) = K4-~--~' ! we obtain 
., +, ~)(i))
or ~-~i.-~ ¢(j) = E-1 ((0, -t-, ¢)(i)) for simple pure-sum BCR ¢. T~ese formulae are respectively CR and BCR analogs of summation formula for polynomials.
Remark.
The relationship between pure-sum CRs and BCRs is even tighter. Consider, for example, the function i ~ which is defined by a CR {~0, + , ~1,..., ~ok-1,-{-, ~k}. Writing the same function as a BCR gives ((-1)'~Po,-t-, (-1)'~-I~al,.-., (--1)1~/~--1 
,-Jr-, (P/~).
This follows from the above equations and from the following conversion formulae between powers (see [7] ):
where {~},j = 0,...,k are the second kind Stirling numbers.
With the help of equations (8), (9) we define two special polynomials which will be used in section 3: 
Observe, that Ak (i) _< Bk (i) for all natural k and i and that
.A~(i) < Bk(i)
for all k > 2, i > 1. Furthermore, lc(.Ak(i)) = lc(Bk(i)), therefore for any fixed k
Loop optimization tools and mixed chains
The operators V, E and E -1 and the CR/BCR simplification rules form a toolkit for loop optimization [6, 13] . Consider the following loop: 
(i) into h(x) and E-l(¢(i)) into f(x).
The reasonable question about the existence of E -1 (¢(i)) arises here. It is easy to see for example that for ¢ defined in (3) E -1 (¢(i)) is not defined at i = 0 because of division by zero. This does not mean that the optimization connected with substitution can not be performed for g(i) = ¢(i) from (3). It is still possible by simply splitting the first step of the loop, and applying substitution to the body of the shortened loop.
This will be valid, because the loop without the first step computes values of E(¢(i)) and now E-I(E(¢(i))) ----¢(i) is defined. Such a splitting is not necessary in the cases when g(i) is defined by a simple CR ¢(i).
It is easy to show [13] that in such a case either E-1(¢(i)) is defined, or the loop degenerates (computes x ----0 for most of the values of i).
Sometimes the loop already implements some chained evaluations rules, and they can have either forward or backward nature. In order to handle such situations properly we need CR/BCR conversion tools, which are defined as follows c, if ¢ is a constant expression c; (~o, ®1, CRtoBCR(E-1 (~1))), CRtoBCR(~) = if ¢ = {~oo, ®1, ¢1}; P(CRtoBCR (¢(D) 
STABILITY OF CR-COMPUTATIONS
Since the CR-technique is based on the use of previously computed values to compute the next value, any computational numeric error in the previous steps will be passed on to the new value in addition to any error in the current step. In general, this error is within reasonable limits, but for a large number of iterations, the error can become significant.
In this section we first analyze the propagated error and then show an approach to improve the error characteristics of CR computations.
Error analysis for simple CRs
The errors in function evaluation using CRs could arise due to several sources: 1) representation error (error caused by loss of information at the time of initialization due to the finite word size); 2) CR-computation error (floating point roundoff error that occurs when we compute the successive values of the simple CRs contained in CR-expression (I)(i)); 3) "usual" error (the error of evaluation of the operations from initial expression F(i) which remain in the CR-expression obtained by F(i)) and so on.
We will be interested mostly in the characterization of the relative errors and will use the standard model [8] , assuming that representation error of exact quantity v is defined by fl(v) = v(l + 6), 161 < u, and floating point operations roundoff error is defined by fl(t ® v) = (t ® v)(1 + 6), 161 < ~, e e {+, -,,,/}, where u is a hardware dependent unit of roundoff. We also assume in this section that i5 << 1 and k5 << 1.
We first show how representation error influences the CRcomputation error under the assumption that arithmetic is exact. Consider a simple pure-sum CR 
i)~(i).
This means that pure-product CR evaluation is unstable, since relative error grows proportionally to the values of polynomial .Ak(i) when i increases. Now we describe the influence of roundoff error at every step of CR-computations. Let (I) be an exact pure-sum CR and denotes the shift in floating point environment. Then, using (6) twice we get E(¢I)) = fl((I) + (I)1) = ((I) + fPl)(1 + 6) = E((I))(1 + 6).
Evaluation of a CR (~ over consecutive i points corresponds to the evaluation o f /~¢ . Noting that E and E commute under the standard floating point model, we have
.
. . . (1 + $)'E'(~).
From here we get
which means that relative error grows linearly in the number of evaluation points i. This is more optimistic than [4] which suggests that the relative error accumulates proportionally to i • k • 6 for polynomial CR of length k. Formula (16) can also be used to estimate absolute error behavior in case when ~i((~) is close to 0 (i.e. when relative error analysis can not be used).
Observe that the analysis above estimates worst case accumulation when all roundings are done in the same direction. In real life floating point environment the accumulated error grows much slower. It is interesting to note also that the accumulated error for high degree polynomials can be less than that for low degree polynomials. 
where Ck(i) = ~=t Ak(j) = {0,+ ,1,+,...,1,+21}
is a tithes polynomial of degree k + 1 in i. The function Ck (i) describes the cumulative error effect in pure-product chains.
We summarize this section by a description of the "express" method of getting a priori worst case bounds for accumulation of relative error for CR-expressions. Given a CRexpression ~(i) we define the error indicator to be 2;~(i) = { i, if • has no pure-product subchains, Cel(~ ) (i), if • has pure-product subchains.
The value ~Zv(i) roughly describes the accumulation of the relative error after i steps.
All the reasonings of this subsection can be repeated for exponential BCRs by substitution Bk from (13) Here iEi(~Pl) is a polynomial of the degree k with the leading coefficient k times larger than the leading coefficient of E'(~). If computed values are not close to 0 (i.e., relative error analysis is relevant) the last fraction above is bounded by a constant on the evaluation interval. This means that the relative error accumulation for a polynomial BCR will be very close to the one for CR. Running BCR evaluation for f(x) and g(x) shown in Figure 1 gives the same result as CR evaluation.
Improvement of the error characteristic of the CRs
As shown in the previous subsection, for a large number of iterations the cumulative error effect of the CR-computations can become significant. It is not surprising, since we trade off accuracy for efficiency when we pass from the initial computational scheme F(i) to the CR-expression ~(i). It looks quite reasonable to pay a little bit back, i.e. to lose some efficiency in order to get more accurate computational scheme. This can be rectified by "refreshing" the CR, i.e., by reinitializing the value of components periodically.
If the refreshing is done over the regular number of points, we find that this is analogous to a well known program optimizing transformation, called "loop unrolling" [1] . In the general case we will use multidimensional loop-unrolling [9] , but here we start with a two-dimensional one as an example.
Given F(i) which has to be evaluated for i = 0,...,n, assuming that n + 1 --m • q, we can compute the required values using inner unrolling In both cases we can construct a two-dimensional CRs. It is easy to see that while in linear CR technique the error is accumulated through n + 1 = m • q steps of computation, after unrolling it is accumulated through no more than m + q steps.
Several features can be noted here: 1. If linear CRs are constructed symbolically the main part of the work to obtain two-dimensional CRs can be done by means of substitutions. It follows from the fact ( [9, 14] ) that components of CRs (as expressions) are constructed almost from the same set of constants, operation-signs and variables as initial expression F(i). Here we can essentially use the remember tables feature of the Maple system [11] . 2. The efficiency of the computations in two-dimensional unrolled loop will decrease by a factor of two at most. Indeed, let the CR (I)(i) have a Cost Index k. Then the outer CR ~(j) will have the same Cost Index and its components (as CRs w.r.t, variable l) will have Cost Index not greater than k. The total complexity for linear CR-computations will be equal to tl = (n + 1)k = mq • k. The total complexity for two-dimensional CR-computations will be not greater than t2 = mq • k + m • k 2 (here mq • k is the complexity of computations in the inner loop, and m. k 2 bounds the complexity of computations in the outer loop). In most practical cases we can reasonably assume that m _~ q _~ ~ 1 and k < ~.
Thus, we get t2 < 2tl. 3. Function evaluation in loops using recurrence relations is inherently parallelizable. This transformation allows us to exploit both parallelization and CR-based improvement of the code generated [5] .
In the general case we assume that we are provided with the closed form function F(i),i = O, 1,...,n, the value of initialization error 6 and the user-predefined bound e of accumulated relative error (it is assumed that 6 < e). After constructing the CR-expression (I)(i), the function Iv(i) from (17) simulates cumulative error effect. We can find m such that Z~(m) < ~, Z~(m+l) > ~. If such an m does not exist, there is no point in using CR-technique for given F(i). Otherwise, the value m provides us with the number of steps over which we can use CR, while remaining within the user predefined error bounds. If m > n we can use the linear CRscheme. Otherwise we have to find the minimal natural p, such that [mJP > n and use p-dimensional loop unrolling of (~(i). The obtained p-dimensional CR will be about p times slower than the linear CR, but will accumulate error not more than over m steps. It is worth to mention that in applications such as plotting 2 or 3 dimensional unrolling typically suffice.
CONCLUSION
The method to estimate the worst-case CR-caused accumulated error described above can be useful when the CRtechnique is applied to expedite numeric computations "on the flight" (i.e. in the interpretation mode). If we use this technique to generate numerical programs, it is possible to employ other (more careful) techniques to analyze an accumulated error. For example, there are no restrictions for combining the above method with the run-time analysis approach considered in [8] .
As mentioned above, in plotting applications the error accumulation effect is not very dramatic, because of the modest number of evaluation points. The live demo of the Java CR engine is available from http ://scgl. uuaterloo, ca/JMCR, him1. It is possible to run and compare times for different computational tasks with the SurfacePlotter interpreter and Java CR engine. As well, the SurfacePlotter with its computational part replaced with JMCR can be run to compare the plotting quality. Our C implementation [9] is recently ported to Maple 6 [11] using new Maple external call facilities. This expedites our earlier internal Maple implementation by an order of magnitude. Relevant Maple wrappers and dynamic link library are available from the author by request.
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